In the year 1830, the tract of land now known by the name of Notre Dame was purchased from the Government by the Very Rev. St. T. Badein, the first priest ever ordained in the United States. Father Badein, whose missionary field embraced the whole Northwestern territory, had become acquainted with the locality in his travels, and, admiring its beauty, determined to secure it for a future College. With this view, he transferred it to the Bishop of Vincennes, who, to accomplish the design of the venerable proto-priest, deeded it in 1843 to the Congregation of the Holy Cross, a religious society organized in France by the Abbé Moreau, for the Instruction of youth.

Prior to the coming of Father Badein the place seems to have been consecrated to religion, being known to the Indian converts and the few Catholic settlers of the surrounding country as St. Mary’s of the Lake. It was made the headquarters of two zealous missionaries, the Rev. L. Deselle and Rev. B. Peitt, who, after converting many Indians to the faith at last rested in the Lord, and their ashes now quietly repose under the new church recently erected through the labors of the Very Rev. A. Granger.

The Congregation of the Holy Cross took possession of Notre Dame in 1841, and the Very Rev. E. Sorin, then the Superior of the Congregation in America, went to work, although his means were scanty, and began clearing the forest preparatory to building the College in order to fulfill the terms in contract with the Bishop. The name of the place was changed from St. Mary’s to Notre Dame du Lac (Our Lady of the Lake) which in the course of time was shortened to Notre Dame.

In the course of the two following years other members arrived from France, and after having erected some small buildings to the south of the lake, the little band found itself strong enough to undertake the building of the College, and on the 38th of August the corner stone was laid with appropriate ceremonies. Before the winter set in, the buildings to the south of the lake, the little band found itself strong enough to undertake the building of the College, and on the 38th of August the corner stone was laid with appropriate ceremonies. Before the winter set in, the building was under roof, and the next spring it was completed. In June, 1844, the few students were removed from the farm-house to the new building, and in August the first Commencement Exercises took place. Through the spontaneous kindness of the Hon. John D. Defrees, then a member of the Legislature, a charter giving the institution university privileges was granted, and Notre Dame was placed fairly on its feet.

In the same year, 1844, the Manual Labor School was organized and received a charter from the State Legislature. By degrees a tailor shop, a shoe-shop, a carpenter-shop, a blacksmith-shop, and others, made their appearance; the farm was cleared, and the hand of labor grasping the hand of culture, the hum of industry was mingled with the voice of prayer.

The first President of the College was Very Rev. E. Sorin, with whom in the early days of Notre Dame was associated Rev. F. Cointet, who died in 1846, and the Very Rev. A. Granger, who still resides at Notre Dame. Very Rev. Father Sorin held the office of President, from 1844 to 1865, when he was succeeded by Rev. P. Dillon, now deceased.

With regard to the education given at Notre Dame, it may not be out of place to state that for the bodily health of the student she provides regular hours of study, of recreation, and of repose; ample grounds for the exercise of every manly and athletic game; abundant and healthful food; and, if need be, the most attentive care in sickness.

For his intellectual advancement she secures a quiet place of study, far from the din and disturbance of the city; she saves his time for him, assigning to every hour of the twenty-four its appropriate occupation; and by unwavering attention on her own part, as well as by appealing to every nobler impulse in the student’s breast, she presses him on to the acquisition of knowledge and wisdom.

For his moral welfare, which is her chief concern, she first removes him from danger, and places before him the example of the virtuous; the vicious, or those whose conduct would lead the unwary into vice, being at once expelled from her halls. Thus vice being banished as soon as detected, passion kept under healthy control, and morality inculcated by the instruction and the example of good men, numberless souls who would otherwise have strayed from the paths of rectitude now move forward through life as shining patterns of virtue.

The sense of the beautiful also, inspired by the surroundings of Notre Dame, has little to do with her success as an educational institution. Milton complains that Cambridge has no pleasant walks or soft shades, suited for the haunts of the muses; but the future poet who calls Notre Dame his alma mater will have no such complaint to make. A lovely landscape stretches away on every side, as far as the eye can reach, save where it is limited by the distant hills or forests.

To the south, scarcely two miles off, lies the pleasant and prosperous city of South Bend, one of the chief manufacturing centres of the country. The high wooded banks of the St. Joseph, one mile to the west, are crowned with the picturesque buildings of St. Mary’s Academy. Between the Academy and the College is St. Mary’s Lake, while to the north is St. Joseph’s. In the meadow between the lakes rises the “Island,” wooded on the north, and with a sunny vineyard spread over the south. On this island are situated the Professed House of the Community and the venerable Chapel of the Portiuncula.
A continuous grove embraces both lakes, with the meadow and island between. Nestled within this grove, on the bank of St. Mary's Lake, is St. Aloysius' Novitiate, now the Scholasticate, well beloved of many a zealous priest who here became learned in the science of the saints. On the northern shore of St. Joseph's lake rises the present stately Novitiate, the old Missionaries' Home.

Buildings have of course arisen on every side, until their appearance is rather that of a town than of a college. The first college edifice, except the farm-house, was the central part of the old college buildings, and was thirty-six feet deep by eighty front, and four stories high. This continued unchanged until 1853, when two wings, each forty by sixty, were added. It was now thought that there would be room enough for at least a generation. But the error of this anticipation was discovered in a very few years; and in 1863, under the energetic presidency of Father P. Dillon, the old college building was, in the short space of two months, transformed into the present imposing structure—of which Father Serin found upon the banks of St. Mary's Church of the Sacred Heart, erected through the exertions of Bishop Purcell and Bishop Henni of Milwaukee. With its twenty-three bells, the finest and largest but one in the United States, as it is one of the finest in the world. The Church also possesses a chime of twenty-three bells, the finest and largest but one in the country. They were solemnly blessed in 1856 by Archbishop Spalding, assisted by five Bishops and a very great number of priests, in presence of the largest concourse of people ever gathered at Notre Dame.

The second bell was one of 2,400 pounds, which becoming cracked, was taken down, and was succeeded by the present great bell. This bell, with its rich musical tones, and its magnificent volume of sound, has a national reputation, being the largest in the United States, as it is one of the finest in the world. The Church also possesses a chime of twenty-three bells, the finest and largest but one in the country. They were solemnly blessed in 1856 by Archbishop Spalding, assisted by five Bishops and a very great number of priests, in presence of the largest concourse of people ever gathered at Notre Dame.

Almost a like history may be written of the College Church of the Sacred Heart, erected through the exertions of Very Rev. A. Granger, Provincial, from the log building which Father Sorin found upon the banks of St. Mary's Lake, to the present Gothic edifice, now approaching completion, and which has been pronounced, even in its unfinished state, to be worthy of any city in the Union. In connection with the Church and the College, a word may be said of the bells for which Notre Dame is famous. The original bell of Notre Dame is that clear, sweet-toned one that now rings out so pleasantly from St. Mary's Academy.

The first director of the dramatists was Rev. Father Shaw, under whose administration many excellent dramatic entertainments were given, though the want of scenery was a serious drawback to his young actors. Some of these gentlemen have attained to high ecclesiastical dignities or social responsibilities, and may smile to think of the triumphs of their younger days. It was in this manner that the dramatic body passed through a long succession of years, and produced many able amateur performers, among whom might be mentioned Gillespie, McKown, Collett, McGean, O'Reilly, McNally, Runnion, Menard, and Crowley. Some of these gentlemen have attained to high ecclesiastical dignities or social responsibilities, and may smile to think of the triumphs of their younger days. The first director of the dramatic corps was Rev. Father Shaw, under whose administration many excellent dramatic entertainments were given, though the want of scenery was a considerable drawback to his young actors. It was in his time that "William Tell" and the "Nervous Man" were first played at Notre Dame. In both of these plays the late Rev. P. J. Colovin, J. Leveque, and J. Bourget; of whom the last three, the present efficient incumbent, entered upon the duties of the office.

The Anaconda may smile to think of the triumphs of their younger days. The first director of the dramatic corps was Rev. Father Shaw, under whose administration many excellent dramatic entertainments were given, though the want of scenery was a considerable drawback to his young actors. It was in his time that "William Tell" and the "Nervous Man" were first played at Notre Dame. In both of these plays the late Rev. P. J. Colovin, J. Leveque, and J. Bourget; of whom the last three, with whom the Anaconda may smile to think of the triumphs of their younger days. The first director of the dramatic corps was Rev. Father Shaw, under whose administration many excellent dramatic entertainments were given, though the want of scenery was a considerable drawback to his young actors. It was in his time that "William Tell" and the "Nervous Man" were first played at Notre Dame. In both of these plays the late Rev. P. J. Colovin, J. Leveque, and J. Bourget; of whom the last three.
the latter play. Rev. R. Shortis was the second Director. We have no record of what transpired under his rule further than that "Sebastian, the Roman Martyr," was played with great zest. By the way, may we not beg of the Rev. gentleman to give us his recollection of the exhibitions in olden times, for some future Scholastic? In 1856, Rev. N. H. Gillespie became Director, and after one year's interregnum again in 1860. In 1857 an adaptation of Molière's "Bourgeois Gentilhomme" was played, Thomas Brady assuming the principal rôle. In 1858, "Henry IV" was played, E. A. McNally taking the part of Hotspur, Jas. B. Rannion, now of the Chicago Tribune, that of Prince Hal, and Jacob Solomans that of Falstaff. In 1859 Addison's "Cato" was played. Peter Menard took the rôle of Cato, and General Lynch that of Syphax. The "Hidden Gem," by Cardinal Wiseman, was played in 1860, James B. Rannion appearing as Alexius, John Collins as the father of Alexis, and E. C. Bigelow as Curzio. In the year 1861 the Rev. N. H. Gillespie gave the dramatists a written constitution and elective powers as a regular society. Among the charter members we might mention the names of Orville T. Chamberlain, now attorney at law in Elkhart; Francis Cotton; Thomas Naughton, now an attorney in New York city, we believe; John Lonergan, who was killed in the late rebellion; Edward M. Brown, now an attorney in Cleveland, Ohio; and a number of others. The society, though known among the boys as the Thespian Society, was however by the faculty designated simply as the Dramatic Society. During the year the society played the "Iron Chest," with O. T. Chamberlain in the leading character. At the Commencement, Sheridan's "Rivals" was played, Chamberlain, Schutt, O'Malley, Fleming, and others, taking rôles. This play was followed with "A Good Night's Rest," in which Chamberlain and Bigelow alone appeared. In 1862 "Columbus," a play written for the Thespians, was presented. Edward M. Brown personated the leading character, with Fleming, Kelly, and others, in subordinate parts. In 1863, "William Tell" was the play; in which E. M. Brown was the hero, and J. McManus the tyrant. In 1864, "Henry IV" was again played, M. T. Corby taking the rôle of Falstaff, while those of Prince Hal and Hotspur were taken by T. A. Corcoran and E. M. Brown. In 1865 there were no exhibitions, for the reason that the rush of students prevented the society from preparing any. In 1866 Mr. F. R. Stansell became its director. The following year Mr. J. McManus became its star. We have no record of the Society in 1868, but in 1869, on the 23d of February, the Thespians played "Count de Moor," with parts taken by Berdel, Walker, Maloney, McLaughlin, C. and W. Dodge, Clarke, H. and L. Hayes, McGinnis, McSweeney, and others. The same play was given at the end of the year. The following year "The Brigands" was played on the 23d of February, and "Wil- dac" at the end of the year. The Society is now under the directorship of Prof. Lyons, and we hope it may continue to earn laurels of triumph as in former years.

Associated Alumni.

The Associated Alumni is an association organized in June, 1869. Among its members are principally those students who have graduated from the University in the Classical or Scientific Courses, although all persons who have at any time held the office of President or Director of Studies of the University, or who have received honorary degrees from the faculty, are also members. The first President of the Association was the Rev. N. H. Gillespie, of '49.

On the day preceding the annual Exhibition, the Association has a grand reunion and banquet. On Commencement Day they are represented by a poet and an orator. Prof. A. J. Stace was poet in '70, and Paul Broder was orator; in '71, O. T. Chamberlain was orator; in '72, Paul Broder was poet, and Rev. E. B. Kilroy orator; in '73 Rev. M. B. Brown was poet and J. J. Fitzgibbon orator; in '74, Gen. W. F. Lynch was orator, and in '75 T. F. O'Mahony filled the same position.

The Association is quite large, and each year the reunions become more and more pleasant and agreeable.

The St. Aloysius Philodemic Association.

The mind, philosophers tell us, is the active principle, and since wherever there is mind there is action, wherever there is diversity of mind there must be agitation. Now education, so far from "levelling up," as modern political economists pretend, increases the diversity and inequality of minds, just as multiplying the numbers 4 and 7 by the same factor 5 would give a difference of 25, whereas before there was a difference of but 3. Wherever we find a concourse of educated minds, therefore, we must expect to find agitation—agitation kept within due bounds by sound common sense and good feeling, if you will, but still something very different from the automatic routine of machinery.

So much being premised, our readers will not be surprised to hear that the history of the Philodemic Society peculiarly abounds in periods of turbulence—periods in which rival factions and cliques strove for mastery—interspersed among long reigns of peace and good understanding. To this Society have belonged most of those whose names are part and parcel of the history of Notre Dame. Its records, which are before me as I write, are valuable if only for the autographs they contain—autographs of useful and honorable men, now scattered for the most part throughout the United States and the neighboring Dominion, each pursuing the career for which his education at Notre Dame parts. The year following the Society, under Prof. O'Mahony, reproduced "Damon and Pythias," with C. J. Dodge and Chas. Berdel in the leading parts. In 1874 Prof. Lyons became director, and has been such ever since. On the 23d of February the Society played "Waiting for the Verdict," with parts taken by Berdel, Walker, Maloney, McLaughlin, C. and W. Dodge, Clarke, H. and L. Hayes, McGinnis, McSweeney, and others. The same play was given at the end of the year. The following year "The Brigands" was played on the 23d of February, and "Yil- dac" at the end of the year. The Society is now under the directorship of Prof. Lyons, and we hope it may continue to earn laurels of triumph as in former years.

Associated Alumni.

The Associated Alumni is an association organized in June, 1869. Among its members are principally those students who have graduated from the University in the Classical or Scientific Courses, although all persons who have at any time held the office of President or Director of Studies of the University, or who have received honorary degrees from the faculty, are also members. The first President of the Association was the Rev. N. H. Gillespie, of '49.

On the day preceding the annual Exhibition, the Association has a grand reunion and banquet. On Commencement Day they are represented by a poet and an orator. Prof. A. J. Stace was poet in '70, and Paul Broder was orator; in '71, O. T. Chamberlain was orator; in '72, Paul Broder was poet, and Rev. E. B. Kilroy orator; in '73 Rev. M. B. Brown was poet and J. J. Fitzgibbon orator; in '74, Gen. W. F. Lynch was orator, and in '75 T. F. O'Mahony filled the same position.

The Association is quite large, and each year the reunions become more and more pleasant and agreeable.
has fitted him, if we except some—may, many, who have left the cares of earth for a happier home.

The records open with an enlightened and patriotic preamble setting forth the motives which conducted to the formation of the Society, and followed by a written constitution, in the first article of which, viz., "This Society shall be known by the name of 'The Debating Society of Notre Dame du Lac,'" the word "Debating" has been erased, and the words "St. Aloysius" substituted. This change was probably made in September of the same year, the constitution bearing the date Jan. 2d, 1850. I come to this conclusion from an observation of the headings of the minutes, which are styled "Proceedings of the Debating Society" until Sept. 29th, 1850, when they are headed "Proceedings of St. Aloysius Literary Society," without anything in the previous meeting to show when or how the change was effected. The election of Father—or "Mr." Gillespie, as the minutes style him, to the Presidency, see F. X. Byrne, resigned, may have had something to do with it. The names of Wetzler and Glennen, who are also on the old tableau d'honneur in the Junior refectory, appear in the early records as holding offices of trust. Father Letournel was among the early Vice-Presidents, but resigned at a meeting which he had himself called to order, Sept. 17th, 1850. Father Cooney's name is on the roll of members. The notes, from this period, are kept by Charles H. Williams, in the neat hand which preceded the introduction of the "Spencerian" system of penmanship. The President occasionally took part in the debates, and in such cases no decision was given. The old questions about Bonaparte and Washington, the sword and the bottle, etc., recur with strange familiarity. When will our debating societies exhaust them? Father Gillespie's signature is not nearly so rapid as it afterwards became, when he was Prefect of Studies. Resignations and expulsions are frequent, and stormy times must have been quite usual, but the meetings were held regularly and the minutes show that work was done which required preparation and received it, so that the old St. Aloysius was true to its mission from the very commencement. A copy of resolutions, bearing date November 17th, 1850, resists the appointment of a member of the College Faculty as Director to the Society, on the ground that it would be an insult to the President, Neal H. Gillespie, and would imply that the Society was incapable of self-government, and resolves upon a dissolution if any change is made in a constitution already approved by Rev. Father Superior. A copy of these resolutions is ordered to be sent to the honorary members of the Society, including the Bishops of Vincennes and Detroit, Hon. James Shields, Rev. M. E. E. Shaw, D. D., Hon. David L. Gregg, G. Jones, Esq., and others. The language is respectful, but unquestionably in earnest, as the following minutes contain the resignation of the President and other officers, and the election of a "Critic," Mr. Mahoney, a member of the Faculty. This was probably a compromise, for we read on the one hand that the "Resolutions" were not accepted by Father Superior, while on the other the society did not disband. On Dec. 2d, 1850, N. H. Gillespie resigns his membership of the Standing Committee, and it is resolved that the Critic henceforward shall give the decision at all debates. And thus the first storm blew over.

A calm succeeded, and lasted for several years, as show the minutes of Glennen, McCleen and Curry. Rev. E. B. Kilroy was elected President Oct. 8th, 1853. The abolition question caused a furious rumpus on Feb. 9th, 1854, on the occasion of John Mitchel's paper, the "Citizen," being refused admission into the Society Reading Room by the Rev. President, on the ground that it was blasphemous in its style of advocating slavery. Everything was finally settled by turning the subscription over to the "American Celt," upon the merits of which both parties were happily agreed. A new constitution and by-laws grew out of this fuss. Appended to it is the familiar autograph "E. Sorin," and in the signatures of members following appear the names of Eugene O'Callaghan, William Corby, Thos. Vagnier and William Ivers,—the two latter under the date of Dec. 22d, 1854.

Thus far I have been a little diffuse, as the origin of a society and what may be called its heroic age are always matters of interest. But to condense a little:

In 1853 we find D. J. Moriarty President and Thos. Vagnier Secretary.

In 1856, Mr. James Dillon,—"Father James,"—was President, and his brother Michael Secretary. No ructions.

Thus far we have been a little diffuse, as the origin of a society and what may be called its heroic age are always matters of interest. But to condense a little:

In 1853 we find D. J. Moriarty President and Thos. Vagnier Secretary.

In 1856, Mr. James Dillon,—"Father James,"—was President, and his brother Michael Secretary. No ructions.

In 1857, Rev. James Dillon, President; Rob't. Healy, Vice-President. Nov. 5th Father Gillespie again becomes President on the retirement of Father James, who returned, however, as Vice-President in February, 1857.


In 1858 the title "Academic" is first given to the sessions of the Society. The members are now very few in number, and the minutes betray a degree of classic elegance which seems to imply that they are very select also. Same president; Jas. B. Runnion, secretary. A badge was adopted—"a scarf to be thrown over one shoulder and to fall down under the arm . . . the color, celestial blue, and fringe of white silk." After this need we say that no unpleasantness of any description is to be found recorded against the Society, which was at this epoch a model of decorum and morum honorum? In the spring session of this scholastic year, T. E. Howard was elected as a member, and W. F. Lynch and M. B. Brown in Oct. 1859, under the same administration. This was evidently the Augustan age of the Society.

In 1860, Father James Dillon having left for St. Mary's of the Lake, Chicago, Father Gillespie again became President, with John Lonergan as Secretary; and the names of P. C. Bigelow, Dan. M. M. Collins, Jas. M. Howard, Jno. Fitzgibbon, and P. X. Cotlin appear among the members. The society at this time used to meet in the College Library, a large room occupying half the east wing in the third story of the old building. This room was used as a Reading Room at all recreation hours by the society, whose own library was kept on shelves set apart for that purpose, and whose newspapers were to be found upon the tables.

In the fall of 1890, under the secretariats of Jas. M. Howard, the society seems to have been generally known as the "Academy of Debate"—not that this title was ever constitutional; but we notice that the minutes of Nov. 13th are headed, like those of preceding meetings, "Academic Session," while the next—those of Nov. 27th—are under the caption "Eight Session of the Academy." Hence the corruption may have slipped in unconsciously. Among the members we find Thos. Naughton, John Crowley, Edward Myers, J. McManus, and others. Father Patrick Dillon was President for this and many subsequent years, and affairs went on too smoothly to be interesting.
In the spring of 1839 we find some of the minutes written in the neat chirography of W. P. E. Cotter as Sec. pro temp. The names of Dan'l Spillard, Jos. Kelly, Jos. Healy, A. O'Malley, and W. D. Bunbury occur on the rolls. In the fall of the same year, the number of members being very much reduced, the meetings used to take place in the Deaf and Dumb Department, a large room behind the Juniors' study room, which then occupied but half the west wing. The deaf and dumb boys used to watch the proceedings with great interest and some mystification. Some of the more interesting debates, however, took place in presence of the students in the Senior study-hall. Joseph Healy was Secretary.

At this epoch a hiatus occurs in the minutes, and we have no records between November 4th, 1842, and Oct. 9th, 1865. During this long period the society held its meetings in a room partitioned off from the Senior play-room, and latterly occupied as a refreshment room by B. Thomas. Here they had their library and reading-room, and it is a pity that their records have perished, as from what I remember of the debates and debaters of that day they must have been interesting. Michael Corby, Louis Rosecrans, Tom Corcoran and Ed Brown were some of the most distinguished members. Oct. 9th, 1865, Father Corby, President, Aug. E. Tummany, Secretary. Tummany having been elected Vice-President, 3rd, Nov., J. J. Carlin became Secretary.

1866, Father Jas. Dillon, President, Louis McKernan, Secretary. The Society was disbanded Nov. 6th of this year by a vote of all but one of the members. No sufficient reason can be found in the minutes for this extraordinary proceeding. Moreover, the exact date at which it rose from its ashes, under the title of the "Philodemic Literary Society," and the Presidency of Rev. M. M. Hallinan, is unknown to the deponent, but is presumed to have been early in 1867. A moot court now formed the special attraction, and engrossed the time of the society by its weekly sessions. Their meeting-room was in the new College, and now forms part of the Circulating Library.

Sept. 24th, 1867, Father Lemondiner, President, Jas. Cunne, Sec. The name of St. Aloysius appears again as part of the official title of the society, and the librarian is evidently kept busy in collecting missing books and papers, scattered probably during the interruptions. The Society begins to meet in class-room No. 6. Wm. Walker was Secretary during the second session, and the "Two-Penny Club" was founded, to read a literary paper at the meetings.

1868, Father Spillard, President; James Cunne, Secretary. Everything serene. James A. O'Reilly, Secretary for second session.

1869, same President, James Edwards, Secretary for first session and John A. Zahn for second.

1870, Prof. M. A. J. Bassen, President, John M. Gearin, Secretary for first session. For second session, Feb. 1871, Father John O'Connell, President, James J. Wilson, Secretary.

1871, Prof. A. J. Stace, President, P. Fitzpatrick, Secretary. Literary paper called the "Owl" started by a Club, and read before the Society. Name very appropriate. General muss on account of it. Two parties met alternately and expelled each other. No results. Society meetings took place in No. 11—part of the present Collegiate Study-room.

1872, Father Zahn, President, T. P. White, Secretary. From this date the memory of the resident members will supply the place of any further remarks from me. I have endeavored in this short sketch to throw as much light as possible on disputed points in the history of this Society, and to trace it through its aliases up to its present condition. May the records of its past history afford a guiding light to its future career!

The Society ought to have celebrated its Silver Jubilee on Jan. 24, 1875, but if it did so, no one heard of it.

AN OLD MEMBER.

The St. Cecilia Philomathean Society.

In the year 1838 the late Rev. N. H. Gillespie was Vice-President of the University of Notre Dame, and Prof. Joseph A. Lyons had charge of the Junior College Department. The Juniors had by that time become a very important branch of the University, and it was accordingly thought proper and necessary that they should organize a society for the more complete development of the literary, dramatic, and musical talent of their department. The society, therefore, according to the following trochees, was founded

"In the dreamy, rich November,
In the stumbrous Indian Summer,
On the day of sweet Cecilia,
In the year of eight and sixty.
Well the time we all remember,
When the art of soft according
Drew this goodly troop together,
When they chose the best Musician,
Sweetest patron, gifted, lovely,
Queen of harmony to guide them
Through the maze of heavenly numbers."

The first officers of the Society were: Director, Rev. N. H. Gillespie; President, Prof. Lyons; Vice-President, Joseph Healy; Secretary, Jas. Kennedy; Cor. Sec'y, Julius LaBarthe; Treasurer, Edwin Wallin; Censors, Douglas Cooke and Fred Butters; Librarians, George Mayer and Joseph Mukautz; and Monitor, Cassius Breiford. Among the other members were Thomas Tallant, T. A. Daly, T. Stidley, John and James Carlin, John Connolly, E. Barnes, and the Hibbard brothers. Among later members we may mention John Skelly, John Flanigen, Otis Walker, D. J. Wile, Frank Ingersoll, Jas. Sutherland, E. Walker, James Wilson, Rufus McCarty, Michael Mahony, W. J. Clarke, Robert Staley, Mark Foote, Chas. and Wm. Dodge, John McHugh, Arthur Murphy, Daniel Egan, John A. O'Connell, F. W. and J. G. Ewing, Jas. Raddiman, J. A. O'Reilly, Frank Guthrie, and a whole host besides.

Of almost every member it may be said in the essentials, "Lessons, Duties, and Conduct," he was not only without blame but an honor to his Alma Mater. And in after-life their place has been among the foremost and most honorable. They have become priests, physicians, merchants, lawyers, and literary men, but their proudest title has always been that they are St. Cecilians—for time and distance do not break the fraternal bond. Many have risen to distinction, many too have gone to a brighter land. Among the departed are Joseph Healy, a promising lawyer; John Carlin, a distinguished physician; James Kennedy and Michael Mahony, earnest young levites; Frederick Butters, a rising merchant; and Cassius M. Breiford, President of the American Literary and Lecture Bureau of New York.

For their names and special occupations at different times, we must again turn to the trochee:
in the way of literary societies were at that time supposed to be less favored than their fellow-students of the Classical and Scientific departments. The Columbians, however, set to work, determined to succeed, and as proof that their efforts had not by any means been unsuccessful, students of all classes and of every department soon solicited the privilege of membership. During the lifetime of Rev. Father Lemonnier the Columbians always considered themselves under his immediate protection, and constantly exerted themselves to show a fitting appreciation of the kindness and attention they received at his hands. Professor Lyons, —the veteran society-manager of Notre Dame,—as also Professors Stace and Tong, cordially cooperated with the Rev. President, and to their efforts is due much of the early success of the Columbians. Prof. Stace, especially as promotor, and afterwards as President—which position he occupied for a year and a half—rendered services which the Columbians ought not soon to forget. The Charter members of the Association appointed as committee to draft a constitution and by-laws were the Vice-President, M. J. W. McAllister; the Recording Secretary, M. B. Torbett; Treasurer, E. M. Mullen; the Librarian, J. B. Comer and the Censor, M. P. Sullivan.

The Columbians made their debut on the stage Dec. 22d, 1873, in the grand spectacular and eminently Stacian melodramas in three acts entitled "The Enchanted Hostelry." They went far beyond the hopes of those who did not know them, and fully realized the expectations of those who knew what they could do. Of course, when all do well, distinctions are inviolable—so let it suffice to say that the principal characters were sustained by Messrs. Gavitt, Crummoey, Cassidy and O'Sullivan.

The Columbians also took part in the celebration of Rev. President Lemonnier's birthday, on March 11th, 1874, bringing out in their usual happy manner the laughable farces "Handy Andy" and "Box and Cox."

On the retirement of Professor Stace from the presidential chair, Professor T. O'Mahony assumed the charge of the Columbians, and during his tenure of office fully succeeded in keeping up their well-merited reputation. It was they who gave the highly interesting entertainment of St. Patrick's Day, 1875, in honor of Rev. President Colovin. In Sept., 1875, the Columbians passed under the care of Professor J. F. Edwards, and we have already had proof that under his painstaking and energetic management they are resolved that the record of the society shall be as bright as ever. All allow that the entertainment in December, 1875, at which the Right Rev. Bishop Kane of Wheeling presided, was one of the most enjoyable given of late years at Notre Dame. The play, "The Corsican Brothers," then produced by them has been pronounced the best since the "Verdict," brought out by the Thespians three years ago. Success, therefore, to the Columbians. Their go-ahead spirit deserves it; we have but one advice to give them: "Keep on."

The Scientific Association.

In the spring of 1868, at the suggestion of Prof. A. J. Stace, the Rev. J. O. Carrier took steps towards the formation of a scientific society in the College. As the members of the society were taken from the classes of Natural Sciences, Physics and Mathematics, the name first adopted was the United Scientific Association. In the course of time, part of the name was dropped, and it is now known
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simply as the Scientific Association. The Directors of the society for the first year were Rev. J. C. Carrier, Rev. T. L. Vagnier and Prof. A. J. Stace. J. E. McBride was Secre­tary and H. B. Keeler, Treasurer. There were the first year seventeen members, all of whom attended the classes of Natural Sciences. Among the students who in different years were prominent members of the association were E. S. Pillars, E. Von Donhoff, W. T. Johnson, J. A. O'Reilly, J. Cunnea, S. B. Hibben, E. Hull, H. B. Keeler, W. P. Mc­Clain, T. Ewing, A. W. Arrington, W. Waldo, D. A. Clarke, J. A. Zahm, R. H. McCarty, J. M. Gearin, T. F. O'Mah­ony, T. Ireland, M. H. Keeler, N. S. Mitchell, J. L. E. Hugh, M. M. Mahony, M. Carr, M. E. Rice, E. B. Gambee, D. J. Hogan, T. J. Dundon, J. D. McCormick, P. J. O'Con­nell, T. P. White, H. W. Walker, T. A. Dalley, W. W. Dodge, H. V. Hayes, C. A. Berdel, D. E. Mahoney, R. W. Staley, L. S. Hayes, J. J. Dodge, W. J. Clarke, C. M. Pro­ctor, T. F. Grier, T. J. Murphy, C. Walter, and E. J. Mc­Laughlin. The association is now under the charge of Rev. J. A. Zahm, and is as prosperous as ever.

Musical Societies.

The number of the musical organizations at Notre Dame has always been very large, for music forms a considerable part of the entertainments given at intervals by the stu­dents. However, it has been the misfortune of the sing­ing clubs never to keep up the names by which they were known in former years. Some of the musical societies, however, have kept up a regular organization for years. The NOTRE DAME CORNER BAND was formed in 1846 by the Rev. Francis Gouesse. The Band has been under the leadership of Messrs. Stokotze, Duy, B. Basil, M. E. Girac, Boyne, O'Neill, and J. A. Zahm, and is now led by Prof. Geo. Roulliac. It is at present in a flourishing condition, and numbers some eighteen or twenty instruments. The ORCHESTRA has not the same uninter­rupted history as the Band. B. Basil, Mr. John O'Neill, Prof. M. E. Girac, C. A. B. von Weller, D. Paul, and B. Leopold, have at times been leaders, and it now flourishes under the direction of Br. Basil. It was while under the management of Prof. Girac and B. Basil that the or­chestra saw its best days, and we hope that it may under its present able management again attain the glory of those days.

The GILLESPIE CHORAL UNION was first organized as simply the Choral Union, by Prof. Girac. It was after­wards reorganized by Prof. M. T. Corby under the name of the Philharmonic Society, and was very successful. In the winter of 1874 it was again reorganized as the Gil­lespie Choral Union, by Prof. D. Paul. It has not been reorganized as yet this year, but as we hear it stated that able management will shortly take hold of it and make it what it should be, we place it among the musical organiza­tions. The Amphion Quartette Club was organized this year and appeared at numerous entertainments. There are a number of excellent music teachers at the College, and many of the students receive lessons in in­strumental music.

Art, Music and Literature.

—Meissonier was appointed President of the Academy of the Fine Arts at its recent sitting.
—"Plato's Best Thoughts" have been compiled from Prof. Jewett's translation of the dialogues, by the Rev. C. H. A. Bulkeley.
—Herr Otto Goldschmidt, the pianist and composer, will play at two concerts this season in London, assisted by Madame Lind-Goldschmidt as vocalist.
—Carpeaux left an unfinished condition of his celeb­rated group, "La Danse," one-third the size of the original. It has since been finished, and will be placed on exhibition with several others of his repetitions.
—It was proposed to place the pictures of Samuel Adams and Peter Panneuil, now at Faneuil Hall, Boston, on exhibi­tion at the Centennial, but it meets with much opposition, on account of the great risks to be assumed.
—The Russian government is about to print a facsimile in photo-lithography of the famous Babylonian Codex, in the Imperial library of St. Petersburg, which contains all of the latter prophets in the original Hebrew.

—The Berlin museum has published the "Manusni Giorgione," the Raphael of the Patrizi collection of Rome; also from the same collection a small liguretti, and a portrait attributable to Sebastiano del Pombio.

—A magnificent cameo, supposed to be a portrait of Octavia, the second wife of Mark Antony, and sister of Augustus, has been brought to the notice of the Paris Acad­emic des Inscriptions. The stone is a sardonyx, with a milky surface.
—A curious "mosaic" volume is announced in London, under the title of "Human Nature," consisting of sayings, maxims, opinions, and reflections upon human life, selected and arranged by W. Mitchell, author of "Ten years in the United States."
—The matinee given by Theodore Thomas at Steinway hall, on the 5th inst., says The New York Tribune, was mem­orable for the first production in New York of Mr. J. K. Paine's first symphony. The work is in the key of G Minor, and is scored for the usual instruments of the mod­ern grand orchestra.
—Three unknown church-cantatas by J. S. Bach—"Wer Dank opfert der preiset mich," "Asch Gott, wie manches Herzeleid," and "Sie warden aus Saba alle kommen"—formed the programme of the Leipzig Bach Society's first concert under its new conductor, Herr H. V. Herzogenburg. The Bach Society of London has just published ten of these hitherto unknown church-cantatas, making in all about 100 rescued from oblivion by this society.
—Mr. Sidney Lanier, a young Southern poet whose contributions to some of the magazines have recently at­tracted a great deal of notice, has been appointed (says the Tribune) to write the text of a cantata for the opening of the Centennial festival, and Mr. Dudley Buck is to compose the music. Both compositions seem to be selected ones, and the new era of reconciliation will be fitly symbolized by this union of North and South in the song of celebration.—American Art Journal.
—The Vatican library now possesses 24,000 MSS., of which 10,000 are in Latin, 3,550 in the Greek, and 2,000 in the Oriental languages. Besides these it contains about 80,000 books. The principal director is a Cardinal, who in the ordinary business is represented by two custodians; besides these there are seven scrivitori (librarians) and sev­eral subordinate officials. Permission to use it is best ob­tained by applying to the Embassy, stating the branch of study contemplated.
—Queen Victoria has placed the following pictures at the disposal of the Centennial Art Commission: "The Marriage of the Young Princess," by Northcote; "The Marriage of H. R. H. the Prince of Wales," by Frith, both from Buckingham Palace; "The Meeting of the Members of the Royal Academy," Zoffany; an engraving, from Windsor Castle; Hayter's portrait of "Her Majesty in Coronation Palace," and Benjamin West's "Death of Wolfe," from Hampton Court Palace. The Royal Academy will send diploma paintings and busts by a large number of deceased mem­bers. South Kensington Museum will contribute an interesting and valuable collection, together with a his­tory of the rise of art industry in England.—American Art Journal.
Our Present Number.

In accordance with the request of the committee appointed by the Indiana State Board of Education, we publish in this week's number of the Scholastic a sketch of the College, of the different Societies, of our paper, and of other things connected with Notre Dame. We know that most of our friends will be pleased to see that we have made use of our space to give notice of things of interest connected with Notre Dame, and will excuse us for not publishing the usual number of essays and the customary amount of local and personal gossip. Since the paper has passed into the hands this is the first time we have given all our columns to matter of this kind, and we believe it will be the last. Hence we hope that such of our readers as have never been at Notre Dame will willingly forgo the usual essays, etc., while we feel certain that all the old students, and friends of the place, will be delighted to have recalled to them the memories of the College.

We, then, send forth this number, in which is contained a sketch of the College, in the hope that it will be pleasing to all,—to the old students, by recalling the olden time; and to other friends, by letting them know what was the condition of Notre Dame years ago.

The Exhibition.

As we are hard pressed for space this week, we hope that our young friends will pardon us for not giving the usual amount of space to the account of the Exhibition given by them on the night of the 23d. The Entertainment began at seven o'clock precisely, with the Grand National Medley by the Band. It was well rendered, as was also the concluding piece by it. We are sorry to say that the "Gold and Silver Polka" was not played as well as we have heard the Band play on other occasions, while Schubert's "Serenade" was not well rendered. We would advise the young men never to attempt the rendition of this piece without considerable more practice. Although we are highly pleased to see them practicing music of this kind, yet we would much sooner they would not attempt it in public unless they succeed entirely.

The Orchestra gave us the Overture to La Dame Blanche in very good style. Why is it that we cannot have more orchestral music in the hall? Music of this kind is better adapted to indoors than band music, which is more suited to the open air. Please, Mr. Director, do favor us with more orchestral music.

The Centennial Poem, composed and read by Mr. W. T. Ball, was a very creditable production. Its literary merits were above the average of poems of this kind, while the reading of Mr. Ball was worthy of great praise. The recitation, "The American Flag," by Mr. A. K. Schmidt, was a highly creditable production, and was greeted with much applause.

The drama of "William Tell" was well acted by the members of the Thespian Association. The part of the tyrant "Gesler" was well filled by Mr. B. L. Evans, while "Sarmem," his lieutenant, found a worthy personator in Mr. F. B. Devoto. Mr. J. J. Gillen's personation of the hero, "William Tell," was exceedingly fine, and was received with frequent applause. Master A. K. Schmidt, of the St. Cecilia Philomathian Association, performed the part of "Robert" with much grace and skill. Mr. Cassidy, as Tell's father, played very well; Carl Otto, (Verner), W. T. Ball (Enri), and J. Dechant (Furst), played to great advantage, while Mr. E. G. Graves as "Macuil" was one of the best old men we have ever seen on the stage at Notre Dame.

E. S. Monohan, J. M. Rourke, C. Robertson, J. Caren, J. Connolly, H. Maguire, V. McKinnon, and others, filled their roles with great credit.

"The Nervous Man and the Man of Nerve" was the second play of the evening, and the manner in which it was presented is worthy of commendation. Having witnessed a rehearsal of the play, we were fearful lest it would not be played as it should be. We were more than pleased to see that our fears were groundless, and that the young men acquitted themselves in an excellent manner. Mr. W. T. Ball (Aspen) was a nervous man, and played his part to the delight of all. "McShane," the man of nerve, found an able personator in the person of Mr. F. B. Devoto, who kept the audience in exceeding good humor. J. G. Ewing (Lord Leech), Cari Otto (Capt. BARNISH), and J. J. Gillen (Lord Lounge), were unusually happy in the conception and execution of the parts assigned them. B. L. Evans (Dr. OXyde) and H. C. Cassidly (VIVIAN) took their parts with credit; while J. M. Rourke (Bigge) and C. Robertson (Bob) kept the house in excellent humor. E. S. Monohan (Topknot), E. G. Graves (Clackett), J. Caren (Dick), A. K. Schmidt (Fred Vivian), J. Dechant (Merton), R. McGrath, J. Dwyer, H. Maguire, J. Connolly, J. Flannigan, L. Evers, J. Halley, W. McGrorisk, J. Blackburn, and J. McEnery took the parts assigned them in a manner which did them great credit. The Entertainment was highly successful, and was enjoyed by a select audience, which at intervals showed appreciation by loud applause. Prof. Lyons is entitled to all praise for the manner in which he conducted the Exhibition—and this we believe every one will award him. At the conclusion of the last play, Rev. P. J. Colovia, of the Thespian Association, read the Centennial Poem, composed and read by Mr. W. T. Ball, and was received with much applause. The reception of the play was highly creditable, and was greeted with much applause.

The Notre Dame Literary Gazette, was passed around among the students. The very first number was destroyed in a summary manner, and this destruction in-
sired John Collins to start the "Progress," and have it read publicly for all the students. Mr. Collins edited the first number, in the year 1858 or 1859. Other numbers were edited by T. E. Howard, General Robert Healy, James B. Runion, A. J. Stace, Philip Carroll, D. M. M. Collins, M. O'Reilly, J. M. Howard, L. G. Tong, and others. All articles were copied for the paper by a committee of publishers, the most famous of whom were Chamberlain, Fleming and Horatio Colvin. As these young men wrote similar hands, the "get up" of the "Progress" was very tasty, while the form of publication gave great satisfaction to all. The reading of the "Progress" was looked forward to as a sort of celebration, and everybody flocked to the large study hall to hear it read. Although the editors of the "Progress" were students, the paper was to a great extent under the direction of the late Rev. N. H. Gillespie, and many of the editors of '61 and '62 remember with pleasure the kind assistance given them by him, and editors and contributors of those years still recall the social times they enjoyed over oysters and the like, about once a month. When Father Gillespie went to France, in 1863, the publication of the "Progress" was suspended, after having lasted some four or five years, and the College Literary talent found no other vent than in such surreptitious publications as the "Weekly Bee" and others of a like character. On Father Gillespie's return from France he found a printing office established at Notre Dame for the publication of the well-known Catholic periodical, the Ave Maria. Ever zealous for the literary welfare of the stu­dents, he easily found means of procuring the issue of an other paper from the same office, devoted to their interests, and to which the title of SCOLASTIC YEAR was, after mature deliberation, given. It was founded in 1867, under Father Gillespie's direction, and was issued semi-monthly. During the year, an editorial corps, composed of students, was formed, under whose charge the paper was conducted until the end of the second term. Experience, however, showed that the editors of one week could not be made responsible for the editors of the previous one—that the SCOLASTIC YEAR to preserve its unity and identity must be under one responsible editor, and the Direc­tor of Studies (an office at that time filled by Rev. Augustus Lemonnier), the following year, assumed the editorship ex officio, assisted by a numerous corps of contributors. It was found however, that the Director of Studies was too much occupied with the duties of his office to attend to the duties of editor, and in 1869 Rev. N. H. Gillespie again took charge of the paper, and the name was changed to the NOTRE DAME SCOLASTIC. In 1871, it was issued weekly instead of semi-monthly, and as such has been con­tinued. In 1872, Rev. M. B. Brown, then Director of Stud­ies, assumed charge of the paper, changing the name to THE SCOLASTIC. Before the end of the year, however, Father Brown found that his time was taken up by the duties of his office, and the paper was again placed in the hands of Rev. N. H. Gillespie, the editor of the Ave Maria. Father Gillespie remained in charge of THE SCOLASTIC until his death, in the year 1874. On his death it passed into his present hands, and in 1875 the old name of NOTRE DAME SCOLASTIC was restored. Under this name we hope that it will be continued. The present man­agers publish weekly eleven hundred and fifty copies.

The Ave Maria.

The Ave Maria is the name of a Catholic Journal de­voted to the honor of the Blessed Virgin, published every Saturday at Notre Dame. It contains essays on subjects referring to the Blessed Virgin, articles on the different Festivals, edifying Tales, Historical and Biographical Sketches, choice Poetry, Items of Catholic News, a Weekly Letter from Rome, etc.; also a regular Bulletin of the As­sociation of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, with a record of some of the most remarkable cures effected by the mirac­ulous water of Lourdes. There is also a Children's De­partment, which is made as entertaining as possible for younger readers.

The Ave Maria was begun in May 1865, by Very Rev. E. Sorin, who with assistants acted as Editor for about a year and a half, and was succeeded in the year 1867 by the late Rev. N. H. Gillespie, who remained Editor until his death, which took place in 1874. On the death of Rev. N. H. Gillespie a committee of four was appointed to conduct the paper, but before one year had elapsed the paper was placed in the hands of its present manager.

The Ave Maria has a circulation of about eight thou­sand. Some of the best Catholic writers at home and abroad contribute to the pages of the Ave Maria, among whom may be mentioned Henri Lasserre, Aubrey de Vere, Father Lambing, Lady Georgiana Fullerton, Grace Ram­say, Mrs. Anna H. Dorsey, Eleanor C. Donnelly, Eliza Allen Starr, the Misses Howe, the Author of "Ty­bome, and others.

The subscription price is two dollars and a half per an­num. It is, including the cover, a twenty-four page paper, 10 x 15 inches, and has a very handsome appearance.

During the past two years this publication has been greatly improved and has gained new popularity with Cath­olic readers. We are happy to state that its prospects were never brighter.

Works of Art at the College.

Among the works of art at Notre Dame we might men­tion a statue of the Blessed Virgin by Andrezzi, a statue of the Blessed Virgin by Giancondo, a number of excellent busts and statuettes in alabaster, two portraits of the Pope by Gregori, one life-size, a portrait, life-size, of Very Rev. E. Sorin, by Gregori, and a portrait of Rev. A. Lemonnier. Among the oil paintings are two pictures of the Holy Family, an Adoration of the Magi, the Spouses of St. Catherine, an Annunciation, a Madonna and Child, a Madonna del Scuro Cuore, an Immaculate Conception, a Madonna with book, a Mater Amabilis, a copy of Raphael's Madonna della Soggiola, a Mater Pietatis, the Polaegio by Gregori, and many other madonnas, etc. In the church are several frescoes, notably those of the Brazen Serpent and Christ Walk­ing on the Waters. There are also four of the Stations of the Cross painted by Gregori, which are admired by every one. There are two other works of art in the church which should be mentioned, viz.: the new sanctuary lamp, one of the finest in the world; and the Font which hangs above the altar, on which are painted in miniature the fif­teen Mysteries of the Rosary. The grand altar Crucifixion presented to Notre Dame by the late Emperor Napoleon III, and the ostensorium, the gift of the Empress Eugenie, are also excellent works of art. The stained glass windows now being placed in the church were made in Europe by first-class workmen, and are of more than ordinary merit.
Religious Societies.

The Archconfraternity is the oldest and most venerable society in the College. It was established in 1845, one year after the College was chartered. Until the present time its membership was confined to the Collegiate and Commercial Departments, but at the beginning of the year a branch was established in the Preparatory Department entirely independent of the older Society. Both Societies hold their meetings monthly, and attend the Saturday Mass in the College chapel. At one time the Archconfraternity numbered as many as one hundred members in the Collegiate and Commercial Departments.

The Sodality of the Holy Angels was first organized by Rev. N. H. Gillespie in the spring of 1857. In the year 1858, Prof. J. A. Lyons reorganized the Sodality, and made the principal duty of the members that of serving in the Sanctuary on Sundays and holidays. The Sodality existed in the Preparatory Department from 1858 up to last year, when the members were limited to those of the Minim Department. This present year the name was changed to the "Guardian Angels of the Sanctuary," and the objects of the Society enlarged.

The Society of the Holy Childhood is a branch of the extensive and well-known Society bearing that name, and has been established among the Minims for the last eight years.

Although not college societies, nor connected with the College, there are established at Notre Dame a number of religious societies the members of which are scattered throughout the United States. The Association of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart was canonically established at Notre Dame some ten or twelve years ago, and numbers among its members in the United States somewhere near a hundred thousand people. The Association of Prayer for the Clergy was established at Notre Dame in 1874.

The College Libraries and Museum.

In the Silver Jubilee we find the following account of the College Library: "It contains 7,000 volumes, exclusive of the books contained in a great many special libraries in and about the College, which would swell the total number to more than 10,000. Within the last two years valuable works have been procured. In a recent trip to Europe, Rev. J. C. Carrier imported a large and valuable collection of standard works, in ancient and modern languages, and in the various branches of ecclesiastical and profane science. As the Library was first formed by bringing together private libraries, obtained through donations or purchase, the fact cannot be concealed that a certain number of books are of little value; yet, on the other hand, it is exceedingly rich in rare and standard works: for instance, it possesses no less than 17 different encyclopedias, namely: Ross, 42 vols.; Metropolitana, 24; Londoensis, 25; Chambers', 21; New American, 26; Britannica, 15; Theologica, 29, etc., etc.; Cursus Completus Scripturae Sacrae, 28 vols.; Cursus Completus Theologiae, 25; the complete works of all the Fathers of the Church, 145; the classical authors: Greek, Latin, French, English, German, Italian; five different Ecclesiastical Histories: Rohrbacher, 29 vols.; Fleurly, 30; Berault-Bercastel, 25; Darras, 4, and Cantu, 12; besides other smaller works on the same subject; complete sets of Brownson, Universite Catholique, etc.

Amusements at Notre Dame.

The College authorities have ever encouraged outdoor amusements among the students, knowing that young men devoted to study, by neglecting those, not unfrequently injure their health. Hence every opportunity is afforded young men to take exercise during the hours of recreation.

The Boating Club was established at Notre Dame some eight or ten years ago, and has now in its possession two good boats, three of their boats being now put away as useless. The first record we have of a race was that which took place in 1870, when, the "Santa Maria" J. R. Boyd, captain, won the cup. In 1871 the cup was won by the "Pinta," Robt. Finley, Capt.; in 1872 by the "Pinta," P. J. O'Connell, Capt.; in 1873 by the "Pinta," H. W. Walker, Capt.; in 1874 by the "Minnehaha," D. J. Hogan, Capt.; and in 1875 by the "Hiawatha," E. G. Graves, Capt. In the winter of 1875-6 the members of the club adopted the name of the "Lemonnier Boat Club"
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In honor of the Rev. A. Lemonnier, who when living always took great interest in the affairs of the club.

Of baseball clubs, the number has been very great. Eleven years ago there were three good playing nines, and good players are by no means scarce now. In '65, the Juanita was the local champion club; in '67, the Enterprise; in '68, the Juanita; in '69, the Enterprise; in '70, the Star of the West; in '71, the Star of the West; in '72, the Star of the West; in '73, the Star of the West; in '74, the Star of the East, and in '75, the Juanita. The most distinguished clubs in the past have been the "Juanita" (which we believe is also the oldest), the "Star of the East," the "Star of the West," the "Excelsior," the "Collegiate Nine," and the "University Nine." Before baseball came in vogue, an attempt was made to establish the game of cricket; but though a club was formed, and lasted some three years, the game did not appear to be so german to the country as baseball, and for years no cricket club has been in existence at the College.

Military exercises were in the olden time greatly encouraged at Notre Dame. A company, named the "Continental Cadets," was formed among the students, in '85 and lasted until the breaking out of the war. The uniform worn was the venerable and picturesque buff and blue uniform of Washington and the heroes of the Revolution have hallowed. Of the members of this company at least two-thirds entered the army during the war. Gen'l Lynch and Capt'. Lynch, Capt'. Coltin, Capt'. Henry, and others, received commissions from the Government. We have heard the names of quite a number who fell in battle, but as we have not the names of all, we prefer not mentioning those told to us.

Alley-ball, swimming, fishing, hunting, skating, etc., are indulged in by many.

Personal.

—Rev. T. O'Sullivan, of '85, was at Notre Dame, on the 22d.

—Arthur Riopelle, of '71, was here at the beginning of the week.

—R. V. Tillman, of '66, is married, and resides in St. Louis, Mo.

—Mrs. Oatman and Mrs. Clarke, of Chicago, were here on Tuesday last.

—Mr. Cash, of Chicago, was at the College at the beginning of the week.

—Mr. O. C. Ludwig, of Chicago, paid a visit to Notre Dame a few days ago.

—Rev. D. Tighe, of '70, and Rev. J. O'Planagan, came over from Chicago, on the 22d.

—Rev. A. Granger has now almost completely recovered from his recent attack of illness.

—Mrs. Dr. Pierce and Miss Wells, of Laumont, Ill., spent the first part of the week at Notre Dame.

—Francis B. Shephard, of '69, is attending law classes in the Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

—Mr. Wm. Hake came over from Grand Rapids, Mich., to witness the Exhibition on Tuesday night last.

—Mr. Thomas Nelson and Mr. K. G. Schmidt, of Chicago, were at the Thespian Exhibition on Tuesday last.

—Prof. Stace, Prof. Schnurrer, and Prof. and Mrs. Ivers, of Chicago, attended the Thespian Exhibition.

—J. D. McCormick, of '73, is the Junior member of the firm of Fritter & McCormick, Attorneys at Law, Lancaster, Ohio.

—Prof. Howard and lady, Miss Nellie Talley of South Bend, and Mrs. Fishbury and daughter, of Niles, Mich., were present at the Exhibition on Tuesday last.


—Among those present at the Entertainment on the 22d were Hon. Wm. G. McMichael, the Misses McMichael, Mr. Van Winkle, Prof. and Mrs. Tong, Stace, Mayor Miller, of South Bend; Prof. Lewis, of Philadelphia; Mr. A. Dowling, of Laporte; Miss Walsh, of Chicago; S. New- man, of Chicago, of Chicago, and a large number of people from different places. We cannot mention the names of all, because their names have not been given us.

Local Items.

—Veh-wy!

—Splendid weather on the 22nd.

—Gardening will soon be in order.

—The Columbusians on the 17th of March.

—The rings are used freely these fine days.

—The number of people at the Exhibition was great.

—Not a single person in the Infantry on Monday and Tuesday last.

—One of the tables in the Junior hall was destroyed this last week.

—Shaving was the go last Tuesday. The Anti-shaving Club disbanded.

—Wednesday, at breakfast, 11 to 7/8 was the score in the musicians' favor.

—Although "Spot" shone brightly on the 22d, it became quite cold and stormy in the evening.

—Rev. J. O'Connell will deliver in Science Hall, in a few weeks, a lecture on "English Literature."

—It will be an improvement when seats are put in Science Hall, which will be the case in two or three weeks.

—As may be seen in the personal column, many Clergy­men honored the Thespians with their presence on the 23d.

—The next lecture in Science Hall, apart from those of the regular Scientific course, will be by Prof. A. J. Stace, on Coast Surveys.

—The student who translated "Domitianus Questorium Virum Movit Senatum," by "Domitian made a questor dance in the senate," ought to be sent to the Centennial.

—The lecture on Astronomy delivered in Science Hall on the 20th by Prof. Howard was an excellent discourse, and worthy the eminent ability of the learned lecturer. It was listened to with evident pleasure by a large and appreciative audience.

—The Centennial Base Ball Club, of the Senior Department, held a meeting the 20th, and elected the following officers: Bro. Norbert, Director; Geo. Fishburn, President; W. Fowler, Vice-President; F. G. Bears, Secretary; F. O. Bettig, Treasurer; E. Fishburn, Censor; H. Leonard, Field Director.

—The Scholastic Almanac for 1876. Compiled by J. A. Lyons. Notre Dame, Ind.: The Scholastic Printing-Office. A very handsomely bound out almanac, containing much interesting reading-matter, both in prose and poetry. The tint of the paper, however, is a little too dark. —New York Tablet.

—Last week we said of "Spot," that noble dog, that feeding him was like pouring water down a rat-hole. For this we are threatened by his master with a libel suit. We take it all buck; it is not like pouring water down a rat-hole; it's like shovelling grain into an elevator. There! we know that is no libel.

—We would like very much to have students send us the names of friends visiting Notre Dame. Sometimes it happens that friends of the house come to the College and leave without the Editor knowing that they were here. We try to make ourselves ubiquitous, but it is impossible to see everybody that comes here; hence we must trouble our friends for this information.

—The 13th regular meeting of the Guardian Angels of the Sacred Heart, was held on Sunday, Feb. 20th, Rev. T. D. Collins, C. S. C., presiding. An election of officers took place, at which Master O. W. Lindberg was elected Secre-
We have received a copy of the Notre Dame Scholastic, which contains a great deal of interest. We have been unable to find a copy of the Scholastic Almanac, which is a compilation of articles from time to time appeared in the Scholastic—an excellent weekly journal published at the above institution. The selections in prose and verse are judiciously varied, and will afford abundant entertainment and instruction to the general reader. Price twenty-five cents—Catholic Union.

—Professor J. A. Lyons, of Notre Dame University, has placed us under obligations by forwarding to our address a copy of the Scholastic Almanac. Besides supplying the reader with all that he would expect to find in any well-arranged almanac, this annual is replete with excellent selections in prose and verse from the Scholastic—an interesting weekly journal published at the aforesaid institution. Among the selections will be found a beautiful poetical tribute to the memory of the late Rev. Neal H. Calkins, J. Cooney, H. Cassidy, T. Carroll, P. Corbett, J. Cole,

—A man ought not to get too enthusiastic in his work. Witness the great zeal displayed by certain gentlemen procuring specimens for the Cabinet. A certain bird was wanted to complete the collection of winged warblers of Northern Indiana now on exhibition in Science Hall, and three men started out to secure it. They soon found the bird they wanted, perched upon a bough, and a shot was fired, but instead of hitting the bird the shot grazed the cheek of a workman near. Now he had serious objections to being made a specimen of for the Museum, and so great were the demonstrations for some time was feared he would make use of his pitchfork and drop the scientific gentlemen into the lake. Being assured that it was all a mistake, he got into the forgiving mood and now "all is quiet on the Potomoc." The banquet given by the St. Cecilia Philomathian Association was a very recherché affair. After justice was done the viands, the following toasts were read:

POPES Pius IX. Belored by the good, and admired even by the bad; the defender of liberty from anarchy on the one hand, and from despotism on the other. Ponority will place him by the side of Gregory VII and Innocent III, as the wisest guardian of the right and the courageous champion of civilization.

Responded to by Rev. Father Colvin.

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. The elected Chief of a free people, a excited civil nation on the face of the globe. May the office ever be filled with wisdom and virtue, and the free institutions of the land be maintained in their original integrity.

Rev. T. Walsh responded to this toast.

OUR COLLEGE DAYS. The time when we are happy without knowing it, the time when we are wise in our own fancy; a time to be enjoyed in memory more than it is in possession.

Responded to by Rev. C. Kelly.

THE REV. FATHER SORIN: Superior General of the Congregation of the Holy Cross, and Founder of the University of Notre Dame. Eouted to us by a special providence, and presented amidst the dangers of shipwreck to continue the good works he has so long and faithfully pursued, may his virtues stimulate us to imitation, while they spontaneously excite our admiration.

Responded to by Prof. T. E. Howard.

THE LITERARY, RELIGIOUS AND DRAMATIC SOCIETIES OF NOTRE DAME. The just pride and ornament of their Alma Mater. May the numbers of distinguished men who have gone forth from their ranks to fill honorable and useful positions in society at large to us as a guaranty of their genuine worth and a stimulus urging us to profit by the advantages received in their membership.

Responded to by Prof. A. J. Stace.

Roll of Honor.

SENIOR DEPARTMENT.


JUNIOR DEPARTMENT.


MINIM DEPARTMENT.


Class Honors.

FOR THE WEEK ENDING THURSDAY, FEB. 24, 1876.

COMMERCIAL COURSE.


MINIM DEPARTMENT.


Saint Mary's Academy.

ST. MARY'S ACADEMY, Feb. 23, 1876.

FRIEND SCHOLASTIC:—Young America is all aglow with patriotism, and the spirit of '76 pervades the whole school. Flags are waving gracefully over the doors of the different departments, and red, white, and blue decorations are worn by the enthusiastic admirers of him, who, when he was a Minim, would not tell a lie—and as a consequence developed into a noble Senior and graduated as the "Father of his Country." Patriotism will culminate this evening in a grand display of dramatic talent in which Seniors, Juniors, and Minims will unite in celebrating this glorious anniversary. Speaking of flags, the Centennial graduates are very grateful to their former schoolmates for the number of flags sent from Maniton Springs, Col., just in time for the present occasion. Oh, if she had only brought these flags, there would have been an extra amount of jubilation among the "Centen­nials." The grand centennial cavalcade that started from St. Mary's on the 20th was decidedly interesting, whether considered as representing western travel in 1776, or as representing modern travellers in 1876. The vehicles driven by twenty spirited farm horses, said vehicles containing from twelve to twenty merry maidens, made quite a novel display on the Niles road, and though said maidens are ranked as serious Seniors, there was as much
Table of Honor.

**SENIOR DEPARTMENT.**


**JUNIOR DEPARTMENT.**


**HONORABLY MENTIONED IN VOCAL MUSIC.**

Wills and South Bend, Ind. [Note: The text is not complete.]

**ART DEPARTMENT.**

**DRAWING.**

1ST CLASS—Miss R. Neteler.


**PAINTING IN WATER COLORS.**

1ST CLASS—Miss R. Neteler, A. Cullen, E. Lange, A. Koch.

2ND CLASS—Misses L. Henrotin.


4TH CLASS—Miss D. Cavenor.

**OIL PAINTING.**

1ST CLASS—Miss B. Wade.

2ND CLASS—Miss C. Morgan.

2ND CLASS—Misses M. Gaynor and Arnold. 2ND DIV. Misses Byrnes, A. Dennehey, Morgan, E. Dennehey and Cannon.


2ND DIV. Misses J. Morris, H. Julies, R. Casey, Wade, Johnson and O'Nears.

**THE OLD RELIABLE DWIGHT HOUSE, South Bend, Ind.**

Messrs. Knight and Mills have become managers of the above reliable and well known house, and having moved recently, furnish it in the best style of First-class furniture. The travelling public may rely on finding here all the comforts of home during their stay.

CAPTAIN MILLS, Proprietors.
EDWARD BUYSSE,
DEALER IN
Watches, Clocks,
AND
JEWELRY.

All Kinds of Engraving Done.

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

ST. JOSEPH HOTEL,
Opposite the Post Office,
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.
Rates, $2.00 Per Day.
JOHN G. GREENAWALT, PROPRIETOR.

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific

Through trains are run to Leavenworth and Atchison, connecting with trains for all points in Kansas and Southern Missouri. This is acknowledged by the travelling public to be the 

Great Overland Route to California.

Two express trains leave Chicago daily from depot, corner Van Buren and Sherman streets, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leave</th>
<th>Arrive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Omaha, Leavenworth and Atchison Express.</td>
<td>10 15 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per accommodation</td>
<td>30 00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night Express</td>
<td>6 15 a.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. M. SMITH, H. RIDDLE,
Gen'l Pass. Agent, General Superintendent.

The Naturalists' Agency

Has been established at 3725 Lancaster Avenue, Philadelphia, for the purpose of giving collectors of specimens of Natural History an opportunity of buying and selling minerals, fossils, shells, birds, plants, &c., &c. Nearly all the collectors in America, and many of those in Europe, will visit this city during 1876, so that this will be the best opportunity ever offered for disposing of and purchasing specimens. My store-rooms are within ten minutes' walk of the Centennial grounds, on the line of the Chestnut-street cars. I shall also have a branch within one minute's walk of the main building. I have already in stock over $30,000 worth of specimens, including the finest specimens ever found of Amazon stone, brookite or arkansite, perofskite, nigrin, green wavelite, pegane, tellurium ores, feldspar, albite, petrified wood, smoky quartz; the birds and animals peculiar to the Rocky Mountains, &c., &c. I have spent nearly $7,000 during the past year in the collection and purchase of specimens. Special attention given to collections for schools and colleges. Correspondence solicited, with those wishing to buy or sell specimens, at an early date, as an illustrated catalogue will be issued before the 1st of May. I refer to

PROF. GEO. J. BRUSH,
Dr. JOSEPH LEIDY,
PROF. ASA GRAY,
PROF. J. S. NEWBURY.

A. E. FOOTE, M. D.,
Fellow of the A. A. A. S., Prof. Chemistry and Mineralogy.

Chicago, Alton and St. Louis and Chicago,
Kansas City and Denver Short Lines.

Union Depot, West side, near Madison street bridge; Ticket offices at depot and 122 Randolph street.


Hats, Caps and Furs,
TRUNKS,

Traveling Bags, Gloves, and Gent's Furnishing Goods, Etc.,
110 Michigan Street,
SOUTH BEND, IND.

PATRICK SHICKEY,
PROPRIETOR OF THE
NOTRE DAME AND ST. MARY'S 'BUS LINE !

Whilst I return my thanks to the patrons of Notre Dame and St. Mary's, I beg leave to inform the public that I have, at the urgent request of many persons, purchased NEW CARRIAGES and BUGGIES, and moved into the LIVERY STABLES attached to the National Hotel, and adjacent to the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Depot.

Now, that telegraphic communication has been made between Notre Dame and my office, through the Michigan Southern Depot, I shall be prompt to have passengers in time to meet all trains. For my attention to the patrons of Notre Dame and St. Mary's, I refer, by permission, to the Superiors of both institutions.

P. SHICKEY.
THE NOTRE DAME SCHOLASTIC.

M. Livingston & Co.,
ARE THE
Leading Merchant Tailors in South Bend.

They Have the Best Cutter in the City, and make suits in the latest styles at the lowest prices. Their stock of Clothing, Cloths, Cassimeres, Vests, and Gent's' Furnishing Goods, is the largest and most complete, and comprises all the new styles. Satisfaction guaranteed on all goods.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.
94 MICHIGAN ST., SOUTH BEND, IND.

McDONALD,
THE PHOTOGRAPHER,
Is still at his
OLD STAND ON MICHIGAN STREET.

FOR SALE.
In the immediate vicinity of Notre Dame, and very conveniently located in regard to Church and Markets, a very desirable property consisting of three large enclosed lots, a good two story frame house, well arranged and finished, good stable, carriage shed, coal-house, young trees, grapes, shrubbery, etc., will be sold at reasonable figures to a good buyer. For further information, address P. O. Box 35, Notre Dame, Ind.

ROOT & SONS
MUSIC CO.

OFFER SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO PURCHASERS—AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL—OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC SHEET MUSIC AND MUSIC BOOKS, THEIR OWN IMPORTATION OF VIOLIN AND GUITAR STRINGS, ACCORDEONS, CONCERTINAS, FLUTES, GUITARS, VIOLINS, PICCOLOS, CLARIONETS, HARMONICAS, DULCIMERS, ZITHERS, VIOLAS, VIOLONCELLOS, AND BRASS AND GERMAN SILVER BAND INSTRUMENTS: ALSO PIANOS AND ORGANS, OR ANY ARTICLE IN THE LINE OF MUSICAL MERCHANDISE. GENERAL NORTH-WESTERN AGENTS FOR THE STECK, PIANO AND STANDARD ORGAN; QUALITY GUARANTEED. CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS FURNISHED FREE. CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

156 STATE ST.
CHICAGO.

Go to HENRY HELLER,
THE CHAMPION
Barber and Hair-Dresser,
87 MICHIGAN ST.
Work done to satisfaction. Give me a call.

THE BEST
School Music Books.

HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR. An admirably arranged book for Academies, Seminaries, and High Schools. Songs in 2, 3 and 4 parts, $1.00.

CHOICE TR OS. For 3 Female voices. Full of the best of fine music for Seminaries $1.00.

AMERICAN SCHOOL MUSIC READERS
in 3 books, 35 cts., 50 cts., and 50 cts. Find graded course for Primary and Grammar Schools. All the preceding works are compilations of those thorough teachers and composers: L. O. EMMONS and W. S. TILDEN.

CHEERFUL VOICES A very popular collection of School Songs, 50 cts.

National Hymn & Tune Book,
(40 cts.) Contains the best collection of Sacred Music extant for opening and closing schools.

We also call attention to those excellent collections of School Songs: "Merry Chimes," "Golden Wreath," "Nightingale," and "Golden Robin," each 50 cts.; to "Deems' Solofication," "Panseron's A B C," "Perkins' Orphean," "Hour of Singing," etc. for the higher schools, Mason's great Music Charts, 88, and Dr. Streeter's treatise on "Primary Elements, 60 cts.

Successful Music Books.

GETZE'S SCHOOL FOR PARLOR ORGAN!
It is already in the hands of 30,000 learners and players on Reed Organs, and deserves this and greater success. Contains 156 graded lessons, including nearly 50 agreeable Pieces, a dozen Songs, and 25 short Voluntaries. $2.50.

CENTENNIAL COLL. for Old Folks Concerts. New. .40

BELLAUK'S ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR PIANOFORTE.
As the very first instruction book, (for the first 8 months on the Piano), nothing could be better. Very easy pieces, nicely fingered and graded. Does away, mostly, with the dryness and drudgery of the first quarter. In Paper, 75 c.

Gems of English Song.
A large, elegant collection of Choice Songs, with Piano or Reed Organ accompaniment. 222 pages, Sheet Music size. $3.50 in Boards; $3.00 in Cloth.

All books sent by mail, post-free, for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
BOSTON.

J. E. DITSON & CO., GHAS. H. DITSON & CO.
Successors to Lee & Walker, 711 Broadway, N.Y. W. YORK.

Phiia.
LYON & HEALY, Chicago.
THE NOTRE DAME SCHOLASTIC.

Grand Central Hotel.
SOUTH BEND, IND.
NEWLY OPENED—FIRST CLASS IN ALL RESPECTS.
HENRY C. KNILL, Prop.

DR. C. H. MIDDLETON,
DENTIST,
109 MICHIGAN STREET,
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

D. W. RUSS & CO.
KEEP THE
STUDENTS HEADQUARTERS
For Meals, Oysters,
ICE CREAM, PIES, ETC.
MEALS AT ALL HOURS.
ESTABLISHED 1852.
D. H. Baker & Bros.,
Dealers in
BOOTS AND SHOES.
The Largest Reoiling House in the State
Corner of Washington and Michigan Sts., SOUTH BEND.

CLOTHING HOUSE!
MEYER LIVINGSTON,
60 Washington St.,
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

FRANK MAYR
KEEPS THE
PEOPLE'S JEWELRY STORE,
Where you can purchase the
BOSS WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
SILVERWARE, SPECTACLES, ETC.
ENGRAVING A SPECIALTY
Repairing Done in the Most Skillful Manner.
60 WASHINGTON, St.,
SOUTH BEND.

THOMAS B. CLIFFORD,
(Of the Class of '62)
ATTORNEY AT LAW, NOTARY PUBLIC, AND
COMMISSIONER FOR ALL STATES,
206 BROADWAY (Cor. Fulton), NEW YORK.
Special Attention Given to Depositions.

A. C. SHIRE,
WHOLESALE
Dealer in Havana Cigars,
101 Main Street,
Two Doors South of Ed. Gillen's,
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.
[Branch of 184 E. Madison, Chicago.]

HAIR-CUTTING, SHAVING,
SHAMPOOING, ETC.
HENRY SPETH,
Corner Washington and Michigan Sts.,
(Under Conley's Drug Store)
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.,
Importers and Dealers in Fine
Books and Stationery,
117 AND 119 STATE STREET,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

BUZBY & GALLAGHER,
MERCHANT TAILORS
Clothiers and Dealers in
Gents' Furnishing Goods, Hats, Caps, etc.,
109 Michigan St.,
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

JAMES, McCLURG & Co.,
Importers and Dealers in Fine
Books and Stationery,
117 AND 119 STATE STREET,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

BUZBY & GALLAGHER,
MERCHANT TAILORS
Clothiers and Dealers in
Gents' Furnishing Goods, Hats, Caps, etc.,
109 Michigan St.,
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

The Students' Office,
HENRY BLUM,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in Cigars, Tobaccos, Pipes, etc
No. 54 Washington St.,
SOUTH BEND, IND.